**FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT**

**Arena**

The performance arena should be a minimum of 120’ wide by 250’ in length.

There should also be a warm up arena or area. Preferably it should contain the same ground as the arena. The warm up arena/area should not be grass.

**Equipment**

Timer(s) *
Measuring tape (minimum 300’)
Two tall orange marking cones
Six Poles and bases (cannot be cans filled with cement)
Three Barrels (must be 55 gallon plastic)
Three sets of Hurry Scurry standards
Eight Hurry Scurry cross pieces
Flour, lime or other white line marking powder
Two to four rakes

Poles must be 7 foot in height
Bases must be rubber or plastic
Hurry Scurry cross pieces must be PVC pipe 10 foot in length

* Timer can be one electronic or three manual stop watches